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Wetlands and waterways
Loan library resources

1. Educator resources

Teaching Resources: Water Systems (CD-ROM)
2007, Tricia Matthews Grange Schools Yr 6/7
Middle Years

Teaching Resources: Water Systems CD includes: questions and outcomes,
understanding water, water cycle, catchments, story of a river, sewage system, taking
action.
How to care for water systems CD includes: KESAB water quality tests, Gutter
Guardians, Sand dune planting, wetland system, sewage system.
Bonus features on each CD.

Waterways Digital Resource (kit)
2007, Trevor Potter, Grange Primary School

Trevor has kindly made this resource available for other teachers to use. The digital
resource includes pictures (Hindmarsh Island, River Torrens Linear Park before and
after rain, Murray Bridge, the Murray River, Murray Mouth and Waterway Birds);
powerpoint presentations (History or heartache?, Torrens Weir to the Sea; Linear Park
after the rain); word documents (task sheets, digital resource index, literacy tasks;
suggested activities and investigations) and a movie.

Our Healthy Waterways (book)
2005, Curriculum Corporation
Middle Years+

"Our Healthy Waterways" takes students on a learning discovery about our most
precious and valuable natural resource of all - water. Students take responsibility for
their actions as they monitor their local waterways, collect information on the health of
their catchment area and then devise strategies to solve problems.” Individual or
group projects, drawing on the wider resources and expertise within the school, the
family or the wider community.



Biological Parameters (Module 3) (book)
2004, Australian Government
Middle Years+

This module provides guidance and technical support to the Waterwatch community
monitoring network engaged in biological monitoring. It includes background on
macro-invertebrates and habitat assessment; methodologies and recording sheets. It
forms part of the Waterwatch Australia National Technical Manual.

Living Water Literacy Kits (kits) LIMIT - ONE KIT PER LOAN
2003, Gould League
Early Years - Middle Years

“Winner of the Education and Awareness for Schools category, 2003 Stormwater
Innovation Awards. Designed to be incorporated into a school's literacy program, each
kit contains sets of student readers, a 48 page teacher resource book and big books
(Level 1-3). Level 1 and 2 kits contain cassette tapes of the reader titles. Most
activities can be completed independently by students or with the assistance of a
teacher's aide or parent.”

Reader titles:
Level 1 (reception) - All Blocked Up, Living Rivers, I Need Clean Water
Level 2 (Yr 1/2) - Exploring Our Creek, Our School, The Rain Storm
Level 3 (Yr 3/4) - Creation Story, EPA Detectives, Freshwater Life, Fun by the River,
We Can Fix It
Level 4 (Yr 5/6) - The Big Fix, Emergency Response, Koorie Life along the Murray,
The Monster Bike Ride, Platypus

Water and salt in the Murray-Darling Basin. A national environmental problem
(book)
2002, Urrbrae Wetland Education Centre

"This document attempts to provide a self-contained, concise introduction to the
problems of the Murray-Darling that would serve as a starting point for, particularly,
teachers who wished to introduce work on this topic into their classes.”

Danny the Drip (kit)
NRM Education
Early - Primary Years
If you are unable to download or print the Danny story pictures from our web site, this
pack will help. Includes the laminated cartoons to support the Danny the Drip story, a
journey from the top of a catchment to the bottom and the adventures of a drop of
water along the way; the Stormwater Series and Stormwater-Wastewater poster (see
posters and charts for details) and a set of photos from around Adelaide showing
different types of pollution.



Catchment Mural (three panel textile mural) TWO WEEK LOAN
NRM Education

The Catchment Mural consists of three textured display panels approximately 3m wide
by 2m high. Features include indigenous flora and fauna found in the Northern
Adelaide and Barossa Catchment area, as well as activities that impact on the
catchment. The Supporting Water - Learning & Living poster provides interesting facts
and figures on the different features with an easy number system to follow. Questions
to encourage inquiry learning are also included on the poster.

2. Student resources

A Water Report Series (books)
2006, MacMillan Library
Primary Years+

A set of six titles: Natural Water, Water Supply, Water Conservation, Water Quality,
Water Use and Recycled Water. "The books present vital information on the
availability of fresh water, the different ways we use water, ways to manage our limited
water supply, what affects the supply of good quality water, ways to recycle
stormwater, waste water and sea water, and water conservation. Special features
include a large pictorial diagram of the water cycle, case studies based on actual
programs, waterwise facts and water saver tips." 32 pages.

Rusty Loses His Loop Kit (kit)
2006, River Murray Urban Users
Early Years +

This well written and beautifully illustrated story book introduces students to Rusty the
Red Necked Stint who returns to the Coorong each year to find the situation is getting
worse. Too much water is being taken out of the River Murray! The story book raises
issues under the themes; water conservation, ecosystems, habitat and natural
resources, which teachers can explore with their students through the accompanying
unit of work. Available as a class kit (15 copies plus the teachering resource) or a
single kit (1 copy of the book plus the teaching resource).

Ecosystems: Wetlands (book)
2004, MacMillan Library
Primary Years

"Special features of wetland, what and how life adapts to its climate and soils, how all
living things depend on something else in the ecosystem for survival, the indigenous
people and resources and the threats, protection and tips on how to save the
ecosystem.” 32 pages.

Water Worlds: Freshwater (book)
2000, MacMillan Library and the Australian Museum
Middle Years

Concepts: Freshwater environments, flooding and drying, human reliance on water,
environment watch and glossary. 32 pages.



Rivers (book)
2002, MacMillan Education Australia
Early Years

Concepts: Types of rivers, where rivers flow, where rivers get water, floods, people and
rivers. Global view. 16 pages.

Ecosystems: Wetlands (book)
2004, MacMillan Library
Primary Years

"Special features of wetland, what and how life adapts to its climate and soils, how all
living things depend on something else in the ecosystem for survival, the indigenous
people and resources and the threats, protection and tips on how to save the
ecosystem.” 32 pages.

Rivers (book)
2002, MacMillan Education Australia
Early Years

Concepts: Types of rivers, where rivers flow, where rivers get water, floods, people and
rivers. Global view. 16 pages.

Water Worlds: Freshwater (book)
2000, MacMillan Library and the Australian Museum
Middle Years

Concepts: Freshwater environments, flooding and drying, human reliance on water,
environment watch and glossary. 32 pages.

Rivers and Lakes (book)
2000, MacMillan Library
Primary Years

Concepts: features of rivers and lakes, types, Australia's rivers and lakes, freshwater
life, rivers and lakes as resources, mapping, Earthwatch and glossary. 32 pages.

Wetlands (book)
1999, MacMillan Education Australia
Early Years

Animals that live in wetlands. 16 pages.



Water Power (book)
1999, MacMillan Education Australia
Primary Years

Concepts: how we use water, hydroelectricity, water wheels and steam engines.
16 pages.

Focus on Australia: Water (book)
1998, MacMillan Education Australia
Middle Years

Concepts: Sources of water, the Murray, water in living things, water life, water
transport, supply, hydroelectricity, recreation and environmental concerns.
48 pages.

Caring for Our Pond (book)
1999, MacMillan Education Australia
Primary Years

Concepts: Litter, weeding, revegetation. 16 pages.

Water in Australia (book)
1998, MacMillan Education Australia
Middle Years

Concepts: Water properties, sources of water, weather, freshwater, marine and desert
life, human settlements, the water supply, waste water, recreation, environmental
concerns and the future. 64 pages.

Swamps, Marshes and other wetlands (book)
1998, MacMillan Education Australia
Primary Years

Concepts: Types of freshwater and coastal wetlands, ways that animals including birds
and insects use wetlands, some wetland plants and a code for wetland explorers.
Some references to North American trees and African animals. 16 pages.

Stormwater Pollution: It’s your business (DVD)
Metropolitan Catchment Water Management Boards, 20mins

“A healthy stormwater system is everyone's responsibility. Do you want to be part of
the problem or solution? Find out how you can help. Join us in visiting a number of
businesses that provide examples on how small business and industry can prevent
stormwater pollution and stop it at its source.”

3. DVDs



4. Maps, posters and charts

A Waterways Health Check: rating your local waterway (charts)
2006, Waterwatch Australia/CSIRO Double Helix
PrimaryYears+

Set of 15 A3 laminated charts. “How healthy is your local creek, stream, lake or
wetland?Here’s a simple guide that will help you rate the health of your local waterway.
It’s easy, doesn’t take too much time or require complex equipment, and it will allow
you to tune into a vital component of our environment.” Categories include land use,
pipes and drains, litter, extra structures/modifications, water clarity, smell and animal
life.

Freshwater Habitat ID kit (charts)
2006, NRM Education
PrimaryYears+

These 6 sets of laminated A5 charts cover types of freshwater habitat, information
about some of the creatures that live in these habitats, and the relationship between
habitat and water quality. Habitats are algae, mud, shrubs and trees, pebbles and
gravel, snags, river banks, common reeds, riparian rocks and soil, rushes and sedges,
bulrushes, lawn, (cumbungi), aquatic plants, ash trees and willows, and even concrete!
Includes 6 laminated record sheets

Habitat Zone Series (poster)
2004, NRM Education
PrimaryYears+
What on earth is a ‘Benthic Zone’ and what aquatic invertebrates like to live in one?
Find out about the different sections of a river or wetland and discover some of the
critters that call these places home, using these 5 laminated A3 posters. Series
includes the following zones: benthic, substrate, reed, surface and deep water.

Stormwater/Wastewater poster (poster)
2004, NRM Education
Early Years+

An A3 laminated poster showing the different flows of stormwater and wastewater.
Students can see clearly that wastewater comes from inside of our homes and is
treated before it enters our waterways, while stormwater comes from outside of our
buildings and enters our creeks, rivers, wetlands and the sea, untreated.



Stormwater Series (posters)
2004, NRM Education
Early Years+

Our popular series of 8 A3 laminated stormwater pictures follow the flow of water from
rainfall on a roof, down to a stormwater drain in the gutter, as well as showing trash
racks in an open channel and a pipe entering a wetland. The images provide many
opportunities for group discussion and assist students in understanding new
stormwater concepts without leaving the classroom.

5. Books

Karrawirra parri: walking the torrens from source to sea
2012, Wakefield Press

"In 2007, Mike Ladd walked the River Torrens from its source to the sea, taking notes
as he travelled. First appearing as a popular series of articles in the Adelaide Review
accompanied by photographs by Cathy Brooks, Karrawirra Parri is a beguiling social
and natural history of the river, and a delightful meditation on literature and walking.

Wetlands (Our Wetland Heritage)
2002, Ramsar Convention Bureau, 232 pages
Early Years+

“This book, with very few words and its magnificent pictures, carries the message of
the importance and variety of weltand systems around the world...Wetlands are
important because of their functions and values for human well-being - without
neglecting, of course, their beauty and their cultural meanings for many people..”

Are there plants in your wetland? Revegetating wetlands
2000, Land and Water Resources Research and Development Corporation/UNE
Middle Years+

“This booklet is not a means of identifying wetland plants, nor does it give a fool-proof
recipe for success in revegetation. Plant species and wetland conditions vary too
much throughout Australia for that information to be possible in a single booklet such
as this. However, by working through this booklet you should be able to: find out the
types of vegetation present in your wetland, and gain an idea of how to establish some
new wetland plants, if that is desirable.”



Does your wetland flood and dry? Water regime and wetland plants
2000, Land and Water Resources Research and Development Corporation/UNE
Middle Years+

“The purpose of this booklet is to help you understand more about the importance of
wet and dry times in wetlands by: asking and answering relevant questions about the
water regime in your wetlands; selecting and monitoring wetlands; measuring water
level above and below ground, as well as water presence or absence; comparing the
vegetation of the wetlands at different times; considering what water regimes are likely
to encourage the development of particular vegetation and habitats in your wetland;
and deciding whether making your wetland water regime closer to a natural pattern is
desirable or practical.”

Living on Floodplains
1997, CRC for Freshwater Ecology, 136 pages
Middle Years+

This book “aims to make public the growing scientific understanding about how
floodplain rivers in the Murray-Darling Basin function, and to suggest practical ways for
managers to apply this new knowledge...Its main mesage is that a river and its
floodplain need to be managed together, that together they make up a single
ecosystem that is profoundly interlocked at all levels.”

Are there seeds in your wetland? Assessing wetland vegetation
1997, Land and Water Resources Research and Development Corporation/UNE
Middle Years+

“This booklet will show you a way to germinate seeds from your wetland, and how to
decide whether the plants you germinate are useful to you or not. It will also outline a
way of surveying your vegetation to find out what species are present, and in what
density. The assessment section puts all this information together.”

Wetlands Wildlife: the nature of wetlands in Southern Australia
1989, Gould League of Victoria
Middle Years+

“This publication is designed to fill a gap in educational and informative matierla on
wetlands in southern Australia. It provides a basic understanding and overview of our
wetland resources and guides the reader towards more detailed sources in various
areas of interest.” Types of wetlands covered include mountain streams, rivers and
river flats, herb and sedge swamps, red gum and lignum swamps, reed marshes,
shrub marshes, permanent freshwater lakes, farm dams, salt swamps, permanent salt
lakes, coastal streams, coastal lagoons, hypersaline lakes and wet heaths.



6. Games

Run of the River: the healthy rivers board game
2005, Waterwatch Victoria
Senior Years+

“'Run of the River' is an interactive board game designed for upper secondary students
to help convey understandings about environmental flow issues in relation to river
health. It links to the Victorian Education Department’s curriculum requirements
(Victorian Essential Learning Standards Levels 5 and 6 Science and Geography,
Interpersonal Development, and Civics and Citizenship). It also presents concepts
relevant to VCE Environmental Science, Biology and Geography.”

7. Reports

Salt, nutrient, sediment and interactions: findings from the National River
Contaminants Program
2007, Land & Water Australia
Middle Years+

“The National River Contaminants Program (NRCP) has had a range of important
highlights including new knowledge on how salinity affects animals in rivers, and
guidance for managers on setting targets and environmental flows; improved
management by the fertiliser industry in advice it provides to the dairy, sheep and beef
producers; and new knowledge for managers on the role of riparan zones in
influencing the passage and transformation of nitrogen into streams.”

River and Riparian Land Management Technical Guides
2005, Land & Water Australia
Middle Years+

1. Designing filter strips to trap sediment and attached nutrient (2001)
2. Managing nutrients in floodplain wetlands and shallow lakes (2004)
3. Managing wood in streams (2003)
4. Rapid appraisal of riparian condition version two (2005)
5. Managing high in-stream temperatures using riparian vegetation (2004)

Managing River and Riparian Lands Fact Sheets
2005, Land & Water Australia
Middle Years+

1. Managing Riparian Land 8. Inland rivers and floodplains
2. Streambank stability 9. Planning for river restoration (photocopy)
3. Improving water quality 10. River flows and blue-green algae
4. Maintaining in-stream life 11. Managing phosphorus in catchments
5. Riparian habitat for wildlife 12. Riparian ecosystem services
6. Managing stock 13. Managing riparian widths
7. Managing woody debris in rivers



8. Educator reviews

Catchment Mural
"In the beginning we laid a single quilt on the floor and we sat around and just 'noticed'
what we could see and discussions arose about the special-ness of the quilt and how it
was made by an artist. After these chats we pinned the quilts on the wall in sequence
and we began to notice the processes that emerged, such as the creeks and rivers
flowing in different directions and the pipes that carried water, and the stories that were
happening in different parts of the quilt's environment. We played I Spy in small 'I
Wonder' groups, which led to more noticing, questioning , hypothesizing and wonder-
ing. We looked at the artistic value of the quilts, the textures, colours, materials such
as the gold and silver threads, beads and special trinkets like the little green frog.
What a great discovery! We discovered the multi-cultures portrayed by the figures and
all the creatures that lived in there too. Overall the quilts brought great interest,
curiosity and engagement to our inquisitive minds and a fabulous focus for our
sustainability learning."
Jenni McDonald, Bridgewater Kindergarten

Stormwater series
“This resource has good pictures that can be used in a number of ways. We used the
photos to highlight the process of water reaching our houses. We used the doll’s
house and plastic bottle gutters and rainwater tanks to demonstrate how the process
works.”
Denise Ryan, Dover Kindergarten

Living Water Literacy Kit (Level 2)
“At the beginning or the topic, brainstormed what children thought we would find in our
local creek. Read the big book ‘Exploring our creek’ then looked at other books from
the library to find out about animals. Used the BLM bingo/snap cards to stick in book
and write fact about animals. I’d recommend this resource to another teacher because
of the quality of the resources, it has a teacher resource guide, a set of readers and
big books that gives logs of flexibility. They are relevant and age appropriate materials
and linked well to our Waterwatch program.”
Emily Taylor, Williamstown Primary School, Year 1/2

Danny the Drip kit
“Great visuals to aid ‘Danny the Drip’ story. Kept the children’s attention. Clear bold
photos enxouraged great discussion within the group leading to great questions, and
showed children what to look out for in their local community.”
Michelle Plant, Campbelltown Preschool Centre

Notes

There are identification charts available for freshwater macroinvertebrates, fish, wetland birds and frogs under each
theme, and also to download from this link http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/education/for-
educators/plants-and-animals/freshwater-environments

This file was last updated July 2020.


